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W E L CO M E
TO THE CLUB.
A Mazda is never just a Mazda.
It’s a feeling.
It’s a shot of anticipation just
before you press start.
It’s that urge to take one last
look as you walk away.
It’s the notion that a vehicle
should move your body
as well as your soul.
It’s a love affair with the road.
Any road.
It’s a knowing glance that
passes between Mazda drivers.
It’s the feeling that you don’t just
own a Mazda, you have a lifelong,
irrevocable membership in
The Clubhouse of Driving Passion.

M A Z D A Ḇ.
From first glance, you see the refined exterior styling you’ve come
to expect from Mazda. The interior? The Signature trim is as
elegant as it is striking. And we have the power of our available
turbocharged engine to complement it all. The perfect blend of
style, power and craftsmanship, the 2019 MazdaḆ is steeped in
bold innovations and refinements. With every glance, every curve
and every kilometre, there is always more to discover and inspire.

Our design philosophy is simple, yet highly challenging to accomplish:
Capture energy in motion, even at a standstill. With curves and angles
so striking they command your attention through a mere glance.
Exciting you by the anticipation of what’s to come. Eliciting this kind
of instant emotional response requires a human touch. Created for
humans by humans. Hands on clay, shaping form with warmth and
precision. Eliminating all that is unnecessary, leaving only what is
beautiful. We call this Kodo: “Soul of Motion” design. A dynamic sense
of motion that urges you to get behind the wheel, to experience the
unique energy that can only come from a Mazda.

S K YA C T I V T E C H N O LO GY
RESPONSIVE. AND RESPONSIBLE.
SKYACTIV-G 2.5 L ENGINE
CYLINDER DEACTIVATION †
SKYACTIV-G 2.5 T DYNAMIC PRESSURE TURBO ENGINE ‡
SKYACTIV-DRIVE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
SKYACTIV-CHASSIS
SKYACTIV-BODY
SKYACTIV-VEHICLE DYNAMICS
AUTO-HOLD FUNCTION
Only a company committed to creating the ideal driving experience could engineer our
Skyactiv-G 2.5 T Dynamic Pressure Turbo engine. Now available on the MazdaḆ GS-L
and standard on the MazdaḆ GT and Signature, enjoy immediate acceleration when
and where you need it most with up to 250 hp* and 310 lb-ft of torque. And without
sacrificing outstanding fuel efficiency. It’s pure driving joy.
mazda.ca/skyactiv

*Maximum output with AKI 93 premium gasoline is 250 hp @5,000 rpm. When using AKI 87 regular gasoline, output is 227 hp @5,000 rpm.
†Standard on the GS and GS-L models.
‡Optional on the GS-L model and standard on the GT and Signature models.

Every Mazda aspires to the same single goal: Oneness between the vehicle
and its driver. When you experience this seamless connection, your senses
become heightened. You engage with the moment and leave all distractions
behind. You feel energized. Rejuvenated. Feeling better than when you first
stepped in – during the drive and after. From the meticulous consideration
of our design to how our cars effortlessly respond to even your slightest
direction, each detail in the MazdaḆ offers you a pure driving experience.

CA N A D A’S W O R S T CO N D I T I O N S A R E
O U R B E S T T E S T.
When meticulous engineering meets an unwavering commitment to
quality, the result is unmistakeably Mazda. We test in some of Canada’s
most extreme climates and conditions to ensure our vehicles can
withstand the elements. From corrosive climates, such as the high salt
content in the air in Halifax, to extreme cold in Lac Saint-Jean, Quebec,
your MazdaḆ is ready to withstand Canada’s weather conditions.
CORROSIVE CLIMATES
With salt water blowing off the ocean, and more hydrogen in the air
than normal, Halifax is the perfect storm for corrosion. That’s why we
recruit Mazda owners from Halifax and assess how their vehicles fare
against the climate.
EXTREME COLD
The frigid temperatures and dramatic snowfalls of Lac Saint-Jean, Quebec,
help us test for the immediate effects of cold weather. This helps us ensure
the reliability of our vehicles in the most extreme winter conditions.
WINTER ROADS
Montreal uses a destructive combination of salt and gravel on icy roads.
This mixture can chip the paint, exposing metal that can be vulnerable to
corrosion. We test here so that our vehicles are prepared for this threat.

ART DOESN’ T MIMIC LIFE.
I T B E CO M E S L I F E .
Through their hard work and devotion, the spirit of the craftsmen
remains in everything they bring to life. This immersive commitment
is reflected in the sublime beauty and functionality of the Japanese
Kodoki bowl. It’s created by repeatedly hammering a copper sheet
over 100,000 times for more than three months. Its aesthetic
appeal comes from its form, consisting of thousands of facets, each
a fingerprint of the craftsman’s energy. At Mazda, our designers and
engineers bring a similar level of meticulous obsession to their work,
relentlessly seeking artistry at every step of the design process.

D E S I G N W I T H A S I N G L E F O C U S : YO U .
Beautifully redesigned, the 2019 MazdaḆ has been meticulously crafted
around you, the driver. With each carefully engineered detail, from the
steering wheel position to the gas pedal placement, the car becomes
seamlessly connected to you. Even the 360° View Monitor puts you and
your MazdaḆ at the centre, providing a surround view of the outside
of the vehicle. The system uses four strategically placed cameras to
generate a surround view which is displayed on your Mazda Connect
touchscreen. It’s seamless integration with purpose for effortless use.
Indeed, every dial, button and knob throughout the cockpit is exactly
where you expect, allowing you to focus your attention on the drive.

ENGINEERED TO ENGAGE.
The soul of every Mazda6 is the unique feeling of unison between
driver and vehicle. It’s what we call Jinba Ittai – the Japanese
principle of horse and rider as one. The human-centric cabin
is meticulously crafted to engage your senses, so you can drive
skillfully and comfortably. Beautifully tactile surfaces blend warmth
and strength. Painstaking efforts were made to ensure superb cabin
quietness, including sound-insulating glass with extensive seal
insulation. And an abundance of standard features like heated front
seats makes any road trip an engaging proposition. Because every
driver deserves to be fully connected to the drive.

E F F O R T L E S S CO N N E C T I V I T Y.
Keeping you connected to your world while keeping your eyes focused on the road, the MazdaḆ is as
intuitive as it is interactive. The Mazda Connect infotainment system has been enhanced with Apple
CarPlayTM integration. Access your iPhone’s maps, playlists, contacts and compatible apps with your
voice through Siri. Siri will also read incoming text messages and allow you to reply without taking your
hands off the wheel. You can also navigate the features of Apple CarPlayTM with the optimally positioned
multifunction HMI Commander control. For Android users, Android AutoTM integration is also standard.
Everything you need for your drive, and your world, completely connected.

B A L A N C I N G S I L E N C E A N D S O U N D.
Too much road noise can be distracting and tiresome. Not enough can be disorienting. Through an overall
improvement in noise-damping and insulation, our engineers were able to reduce the overall amount of
exterior noise that penetrates the cabin, while still allowing for the optimal amount of sound from the
road and engine. Your connection to the road is heightened. Your levels of stress and fatigue are lowered.
It’s all about shielding you from all that is unnecessary, so you can focus on what will bring you joy.

i-ACTIVSENSE
T O H E I G H T E N YO U R S E N S E S ,
W E C R E AT E D A F E W O F O U R O W N .
Avoiding an accident in the first place is always the safest route. With the available
i-Activsense suite of safety features, sophisticated safety innovations alert you to
hazards to help you avoid collisions or lessen their impact. These innovations help
improve your visibility and awareness of the road and monitor the traffic conditions
around you. When needed, they will even perform lane-keeping adjustments and
automatic braking. i-Activsense creates a more confident driving experience so you
can feel focused and engaged with every drive you take.

ADVANCED BLIND SPOT MONITORING (ABSM) ▲
REAR CROSS TRAFFIC ALERT (RCTA) ▲
SMART CITY BRAKE SUPPORT (SCBS)
MAZDA RADAR CRUISE CONTROL WITH STOP & GO
FUNCTION (MRCC WITH STOP & GO FUNCTION)*
SMART BRAKE SUPPORT (SBS)*
PEDESTRIAN DETECTION (FORWARD SENSING)*
DISTANCE RECOGNITION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DRSS)*
TRAFFIC SIGN RECOGNITION SYSTEM (TSR) ‡†
LANE DEPARTURE WARNING SYSTEM (LDWS)*
LANE-KEEP ASSIST SYSTEM (LAS)*
HIGH BEAM CONTROL SYSTEM (HBC)*

*Standard on the GS-L, GT and Signature models.
†TSR functionality may not be compatible with all regional road signs in Canada.
‡Standard on the GT and Signature models.
▲Always check your mirrors. Be aware of traffic around you.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
ENGINES

FUEL ECONOMY*

SKYACTIV-G 2.5 with Cylinder Deactivation

L/100 km, (city/highway)

DOHC 16-valve 4-cylinder

9.1/6.7 (SKYACTIV-G 2.5 with Cylinder Deactivation)

187 hp @ 6,000 rpm

10.0/7.5 (SKYACTIV-G 2.5 T with Dynamic Pressure Turbo)

186 lb-ft torque @ 4,000 rpm
(Standard on GS and GS-L)

FUEL TANK CAPACIT Y
62 L
SKYACITV-G 2.5 T with Dynamic Pressure Turbo
DOHC 16-valve 4-cylinder
250 hp @ 5,000 rpm (93 octane fuel)/
227 hp @ 5,000 rpm (87 octane fuel)

DIMENSIONS

310 lb-ft torque @ 2,000 rpm

Wheelbase (mm): 2,830

(Optional on GS-L and standard on GT and Signature)

Overall width (mm): 2,091

Overall length (mm): 4,895

Overall height (mm): 1,450
TR ANSMISSION & DRIVETR AIN
SKYACTIV-Drive 6-speed automatic transmission with manualshift mode and Drive Selection switch
(Standard on GS)

SKYACTIV-Drive 6-speed automatic transmission with manualshift mode, Drive Selection switch and paddle shifters
(Standard on GS-L, GT and Signature)

SKYACTIV-VEHICLE DYNAMICS with G-Vectoring Control Plus

*Estimated fuel economy based on Government of Canada’s approved, revised 5-cycle testing method.
Your actual fuel consumption may vary depending on how, where and when you drive. For comparison
purposes only. For more information on revised 5-cycle testing, visit mazda.ca/5cycle.

CARGO VOLUME
416 L

F E AT U R E S
MAZDA Ḇ GS

F E AT U R E S

SKYACTIV-G 2.5 L with Cylinder Deactivation

AM/FM/HD radio with 6 speakers

M A Z D A Ḇ GS-L

4-cylinder/in-line engine

4 USB ports (2 front, 2 rear) and auxiliary audio input

Includes GS equipment plus:

SKYACTIV-Drive 6-speed automatic transmission with manual-shift
mode and Drive Selection switch

HMI Commander switch

SKYACTIV-VEHICLE DYNAMICS with G-Vectoring Control Plus
17" alloy wheels (dark grey high lustre) and P225/55R17 tires
LED headlights
LED rear combination tail lights
Automatic on/off headlights
Rain-sensing intermittent windshield wipers
Front grille (black finish)
Smart City Brake Support (SCBS)
Advanced Blind Spot Monitoring (ABSM) and
Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
Electronic Parking Brake (EPB) with auto-hold function
Cruise control with steering-wheel-mounted controls
Rearview camera (wide angle)

SKYACTIV-G 2.5 with Cylinder Deactivation

Leather-trimmed upholstery

SKYACTIV-Drive 6-speed automatic transmission with
manual-shift mode, Drive Selection switch and paddle shifters

10-way power-adjustable driver’s seat (includes power lumbar support)

Includes i-Activsense safety features

Apple CarPlay

TM

Power-operated glass moonroof with interior sunshade,
tilt-up ventilation feature, one-touch open feature

Android AutoTM
Automatic dual-zone climate controls

Heated steering wheel
Auto-dimming rearview mirror
Advanced keyless entry (proximity and ignition)
Front wiper de-icer

Rear passenger air vents (back of the centre console)
Push button start

GS-L options:

Keyless entry

SKYACTIV-G 2.5 T with Dynamic Pressure Turbo
4-cylinder/in-line engine

Engine immobilizer theft-deterrent system
Tilt and telescoping steering wheel
Cloth upholstery

M A Z D A Ḇ GT

SKYACTIV-G 2.5 T with Dynamic Pressure Turbo

6-way power passenger’s seat

Includes GS-L equipment plus:

19" alloy wheels (dark grey high lustre) and P225/45R19 tires

Driver’s seat memory position

Heated front seats (three settings)

Bose® premium sound system with 11 speakers

Auto-dimming driver’s side mirror

Heated rear seats (outboard seats only; adjustable)

Adaptive Front-lighting System (AFS)

SiriusXM® Satellite Radio
(includes complimentary 3-month trial subscription)

6-way power driver’s seat with manual lumbar support
Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob

Windshield-projected colour Active Driving Display (ADD)

8" colour touchscreen display with MAZDA CONNECT

Traffic Sign Recognition System (TSR)††

SiriusXM Traffic Plus and Travel Link services
(includes complimentary 5-year subscription)
(Current information for: traffic, weather, sport scores and fuel prices)

Meter set with 7" LCD display

HomeLink® wireless control system

Ventilated front seats

Power folding door mirrors (automatic operation)

M A Z D A Ḇ S I G N AT U R E

SKYACTIV-G 2.5 T with Dynamic Pressure Turbo

Sen wood-trimmed decorative dash panel

Includes GT equipment plus:

19" alloy wheels (light grey high lustre)

360° View Monitor

Gunmetal finish front grille

Front and rear parking sensors

Nappa leather-trimmed upholstery

Frameless rearview mirror with auto-dimming function

Ultrasuede®-trimmed lower dashboard

Black interior roof lining

Ultrasuede®-trimmed front and rear door panels

Premium cross-stitching detail on steering wheel

Sen wood-trimmed front and rear door panels

LED interior lighting

Navigation system

For full details on the 2019 Mazda6 model line-up, please visit mazda.ca or your local Mazda dealer.
††TSR functionality may not be compatible with all regional road signs in Canada.
® Bose ® Centerpoint, ® AudioPilot and ® SurroundStage are registered trademarks of Bose Corporation.
® Ultrasuede is a registered trademark of Toray Industries, Inc.
® HomeLink and the HomeLink house are registered trademarks of Johnson Controls, Inc.
“SiriusXM”, “SiriusXM Satellite Radio”, “XM”, “Sirius”, the SiriusXM logo, channel names and logos are trademarks and copyrights of Sirius XM Radio Inc. and are used under license.
Apple, iPad, iPhone, iPod, and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc.
Android Auto is a trademark of Google LLC.
TM
Feel Alive is a trademark of Mazda Canada Inc.

M A Z D A Ḇ A CC E S S O R I E S .
D E S I G N E D T O CO M P L E M E N T YO U R M A Z D A Ḇ. A N D YO U .

MAZDA UNLIMITED: DESIGNED TO BE DRIVEN.

Mazda has created thoughtfully designed accessories that perform seamlessly with your MazdaḆ. When installed by
your Mazda Dealer, Genuine Mazda Accessories carry the same New Vehicle Limited Warranty as your new Mazda.
For a full list of Genuine Mazda Accessories for your Mazda6, visit mazda.ca.

3-YEAR

3-YEAR

5-YEAR

7-YEAR

NEW VEHICLE

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

POWERTRAIN

ANTI-PERFORATION

UNLIMITED MILEAGE WARRANTY

UNLIMITED MILEAGE

UNLIMITED MILEAGE WARRANTY

UNLIMITED MILEAGE WARRANTY

W H AT D O E S M A Z D A U N L I M I T E D M E A N F O R YO U ?
• Confidence in the quality of the vehicle you are driving
• A ssurance in knowing Mazda will be there, kilometre after kilometre

MAZDA

• K nowledge that if you ever sell, trade or upgrade to a new vehicle during the warranty period,
Mazda Unlimited will be transferable to the new owner
• Peace of mind, knowing that there are no limits to how far you can drive

mazdaunlimited.ca

M I L E AG E WA R R A N T Y
S TA N D A R D O N A L L N E W M O D E L S .

Thank you for considering a Mazda.
As you can see from the stories in this brochure, everyone at Mazda is deeply
passionate about creating cars that provide a memorable driving experience.
This passion all starts with you. Before the first sketch of a Mazda, before any
new idea is conceived, we consider you, the driver, first. All with the hope that
FINANCING WITHOUT THE FUSS

MAZDA ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

you will feel our passion for driving once you’re behind the wheel.

Whether you’re buying or leasing a new Mazda, or a used vehicle, Mazda Financial
Services can help make the financing process more convenient and satisfying. Mazda
Financial Services is known for first-class customer service, a wide range of financing
options and highly competitive rates. To find out which purchase or lease plan is right
for you, talk with your Mazda Dealer or visit mazda.ca.

As part of our commitment to your total satisfaction, 2019 MazdaḆ owners are
automatically enrolled in our Roadside Assistance Program. Roadside Assistance protects
your MazdaḆ for the duration of the 3-year basic limited warranty. Should you require
assistance during this period, our service will help to get your vehicle back on the road
and minimize any inconvenience. For complete details on this program, see your Mazda
Dealer or visit mazda.ca.

Because we believe that vehicles should move your body as well as your soul,

MAZDA MOBILITY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

MAZDA TEST-DRIVE EXPERIENCE

Mazda Canada believes that vehicle access is vital for everyone. Under this program,
physically challenged customers who purchase or lease a new, unused Mazda vehicle
may be eligible to receive assistance from Mazda Canada Inc. to aid with the cost of
acquiring and installing adaptive driving aids on their vehicle. For complete details on
this program, see your Mazda Dealer.

Exhilaration begins with the Mazda Test-Drive Experience – a uniquely designed road
trip engineered to take you miles beyond the ordinary test-drive. Down local streets,
on-ramps, highways and off-ramps. Through straightaways, S-curves and corners.
It’s all about putting a Mazda to the test under real-world conditions. It’s about
discovering the superb acceleration, braking, steering, handling and ride quality
that every Mazda offers.

READY TO ROLL

GRADUATE PROGRAM

Our pre-delivery commitment means every new Mazda is inspected, gassed up and
fitted with floor mats.

Ask your dealer about Mazda’s competitive program for recent university and
college graduates.

we love sharing the beautiful machines we make and building relationships
with the people who drive them. When you drive a Mazda, you’re a part of
The Clubhouse of Driving Passion, where driving is celebrated in its purest form.
If you haven’t already experienced the excitement of driving a Mazda for
yourself, schedule a test drive at your local Mazda Clubhouse. Together, we will
ensure that a great test drive is just the first step in the joy of owning a Mazda.
Sincerely,

ADDED PROTECTION
For peace-of-mind motoring, we’ve created Mazda Added Protection Plan (M.A.P.)
extended warranty plans. M.A.P. plans complement your Mazda Limited Warranty and
protect you from unexpected repair expenses and the rising cost of repairs. All M.A.P.
plans include Personal Budget and Repair Inflation Protection. In addition, all M.A.P.
plans include Roadside Assistance, Tire Road Hazard coverage and OEM Collision Part
Coverage. Roadside Assistance extends the roadside assistance coverage offered during
the new-vehicle limited-warranty period throughout the M.A.P. term. The Roadside
Assistance offers Towing, Winching, Battery Boost, Out-of-Fuel Coverage, Tire Service,
Lockout Service, Emergency Travel Expense Reimbursement and Travel Planning and
Dealer Locator. Should you ever decide to sell your Mazda vehicle, M.A.P. is
transferable to future owners and will enhance the resale value of your vehicle. The
Mazda Added Protection Plan is fully backed and administered by Mazda Canada Inc.
For more information, please contact your Mazda Dealer.

Product changes and options availability: Following publication of this brochure, certain
changes in equipment, options, specifications, prices and other information may have
occurred which would not be reflected in these pages. All information included in this
brochure is based upon the available information at the time of publication. Although
such information is believed to be correct at the time of publication, accuracy cannot
be guaranteed. Your Mazda Dealer is your best source for up-to-date information.
Mazda reserves the right, at any time without providing any further notice or incurring
any obligations, to correct any errors, inaccuracies or omissions that may exist in this
brochure, as well as to make changes to any of the information included in this brochure.
Options and accessories shown or described in this brochure are available at extra cost
and may be offered only in combination with other options or subject to additional
ordering requirements or limitations. Some vehicles shown may be models from other
jurisdictions. Canadian models and specifications may vary.

David Klan
President and CEO
Mazda Canada Inc.
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